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L100  SeaMaster  Foam  Jackets

100N foam inner life jackets that are very comfortable to wear 
and have an attractive safety colour combination of yellow and 
red nylon outer.  Approved to Australian standard AS4758.
Elasticized waist with zipper and adjustable buckled waist strap.
Full padded collar to support the neck and head.
Includes whistle, reflective tape patches and snap-lock buckles.
Child sizes includes a grab handle and crotch strap.
Safety colour combination of yellow and red.

Large size range to get the ideal fit - especially in the 
child & junior ranges.

RWB7030 Child - extra small 10 - 15 Kg
RWB7031 Child - small 12 - 25 Kg
RWB7029 Junior - small 15 - 40 Kg
RWB7032 Junior - large 25 - 40 Kg
RWB7033 Adult - small 40 - 60 Kg +
RWB7034 Adult - medium 50 - 70 Kg +
RWB7035 Adult - large 70 Kg +
RWB7036 Adult - extra large 70 Kg +

Bambino  L100  Foam  Child  Jackets

Designed specifically for children 1 to 4 years of age, the Bambino 
life jacket is the ideal safe and secure foam jacket for small children.
It has a large buoyant collar fitted with reflective patches and a lifting 
handle to pull a child out of the water.  
The jacket is secured with 25mm webbing straps.
The wide neoprene adjustable crutch support gives a comfortable 
and secure fit and prevents the child from falling out of the jacket.
All jackets are Australian standard AS4758 approved.
XXS is Level 100S, the other 2 are level 100.

RWB7012 XXS Child size   5 - 10 Kg
RWB7010 XS Child size 10 - 15 Kg
RWB7011 Small Child size 15 - 25 Kg

L50  AquaSport  Vests

Child sizes include 
a grab handle and 
crotch strap

Top  Seller

These economically priced L50 Aquasport vests feature 
soft and comfortable foam buoyancy with a nylon outer, 
moulded anti-lock zipper and 2 x 25mm diameter belts.
These L50 vests are for use in sheltered waters only.
The multi-fit design and large size range ensures
there is a size to suit most wearers.  AS4758 approved.

Supplied in attractive safety colour combination of yellow 
with red pattern and black belts.

RWB7110 Child 15 - 25 Kg
RWB7111 Junior 25 - 40 Kg
RWB7112 Small Adult 40 - 60 Kg
RWB7113 Medium Adult 70 + Kg
RWB7114 Large Adult 70 + Kg
RWB7115 XL Adult 70 + Kg
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